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Questions Responses 29 Total points: 0
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4/15 from the K35. K1, in a proper scrimmage kick formation, catches the snap and kicks a deep
punt. While the ball is in the air, well past the line of scrimmage and expanded neutral zone, R1
blocks K1 in the back at the K30. K1 had Knished the act of kicking the ball and had started to
voluntarily move downKeld to join the play at the time of the contact. R12 completes a fair catch at
the R30. Which 2 apply:

3 / 27

Your Name (optional)

18 responses

Plays

Bill Allan

Glenn

Matt Arellano

Steven Koontz

Kevin McGuire

Larry M

Steve Rhodd

Corky Cloud

Ron Wade



Look at the false sta" by the le# guard on this play. Which o$cial(s) should have a %ag on
this play?

28 responses

With three %ags in the air, do we need a discussion? Why or why not? (optional)

22 responses

Who has what for a call? Time to get it right is NOW! 

Yes, to ensure all o[cials have the same call and enforcement action.

Yes, to ensure we all have the same penalty

no

No discussion needed if all o[cials have the same thing. Crew should develop some sort of signal to quickly
let R know what they have. If there is disagreement, then a discussion would be needed.

I would just to double check if all the same o[cials saw the same play.

no discussion needed.

Should ask before signaling we don’t want a offside by one o[cial and false start by another

0 5 10 15 20 25

H

L

U

B

R

15 (53.6%)15 (53.6%)15 (53.6%)

14 (50%)14 (50%)14 (50%)

24 (85.7%)24 (85.7%)24 (85.7%)

1 (3.6%)1 (3.6%)1 (3.6%)

10 (35.7%)10 (35.7%)10 (35.7%)



(S20-10 Video) #14 of the defense fouls #3 of the o!ense on this play. What type of foul
does #14 commit?

28 responses

(ING 2020 Video) Look at the pass the QB throws to the ground. Is this a foul for intentional
grounding?

27 responses

0 5 10 15 20 25

Defensive pass interference (
DPI)

Defensive holding (DH)

8 (28.6%)8 (28.6%)8 (28.6%)

22 (78.6%)22 (78.6%)22 (78.6%)

Yes
No55.6%

44.4%



(C INC 2020 Video) Look at the pass to o!ensive player #9, what is the proper ruling on this
play?

28 responses

(QB to SL 2020 Video) What is the proper ruling on this play?

27 responses

Catch then fumble.
Incomplete pass.53.6%

46.4%

QB progress stopped before the pass
QB out of bounds before the pass
Pass intercepted. But inadvertent
whistle (signal) by LOS official.

74.1%

22.2%



(Punt Play 2020-1 Video) Look at the block by #22 of the return team near the 16 yard line. Is
this a blindside block?

27 responses

(Punt Play 2020-1 Video) Look at the block by #22 of the return team near the 16 yard line
(same block as previous question). Is this a foul for is the an illegal blindside block?

27 responses

Yes
No

11.1%

88.9%

Yes
No

11.1%

88.9%



(Punt Play 2020-1 Video) Look at the block by #48 of the return team near the 50 yard line. Is
this a foul?

26 responses

(Punt Play 2020-1 Video) Look at the block by #36 of the return team near the 36 yard line. Is
this a foul?

25 responses

Rules Questions

Foul
Marginal
Not a Foul73.1%

23.1%

Foul
Marginal
Not a Foul

16%

80%



4/15 from the K35. K1, in a proper scrimmage kick formation, catches the snap and kicks a
deep punt. While the ball is in the air, well past the line of scrimmage and expanded neutral
zone, R1 blocks K1 in the back at the K30. K1 had &nished the act of kicking the ball and had
sta"ed to voluntarily move down&eld to join the play at the time of the contact. R12
completes a fair catch at the R30. Which 2 apply:

3 / 27 correct responses

2/G from the B5. QB A1 drops back and throws a pass over the middle that is intercepted by
B1 5 yards deep in the end zone. B1 sta"s running with the ball. During the play, an o$cial
blows his whistle and kills the play to call a touchback while B1 is still in his own end zone.
What is the ruling assuming B wants to keep the ball?

22 / 27 correct responses

0 5 10 15 20 25

This is a post-scrimmage kick
foul

If accepted, it will be R ball 1/10
from R20

If accepted, it will be K ball 1/10
from K40

If accepted, it will be K ball 1/10
from the K45

21 (77.8%)21 (77.8%)21 (77.8%)

3 (11.1%)3 (11.1%)3 (11.1%)

20 (74.1%)20 (74.1%)20 (74.1%)

6 (22.2%)6 (22.2%)6 (22.2%)

1 (3.7%)1 (3.7%)1 (3.7%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

0 5 10 15 20 25

B cannot keep the ball. Replay
the down. 2/G from B5 for A

Touchdown for B

✓ Touchback. 1/10 from B20 for
B

1/10 from B7 for B

✓ Safety for A

4 (14.8%)4 (14.8%)4 (14.8%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

22 (81.5%)22 (81.5%)22 (81.5%)

1 (3.7%)1 (3.7%)1 (3.7%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)



2/G from the B5. QB A1 drops back and throws a pass over the middle that is intercepted by
B1 5 yards deep in the end zone. B1 sta"s running with the ball. During the play, an o$cial
blows his whistle and kills the play to call a touchback while B1 has go'en to the B7 yard line.
What is the ruling assuming B wants to keep the ball?

16 / 27 correct responses

0 5 10 15 20

B cannot keep the ball. Replay
the down. 2/G from B5 for A

Touchdown for B

Touchback. 1/10 from B20 for B

✓ 1/10 from B7 for B

Safety for A

6 (22.2%)6 (22.2%)6 (22.2%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)

5 (18.5%)5 (18.5%)5 (18.5%)

16 (59.3%)16 (59.3%)16 (59.3%)

0 (0%)0 (0%)0 (0%)


